LEGAL NOTICE FOR WEBSITE
www.histoiresavecungrandm.com

Contacts
Website: www.histoiresavecungrandm.com/
This site is published by Accor SA, a limited company with capital of 854 303 010
euros, entered in the Nanterre Trade and Companies Register under number 602
036 444, with intracommunity VAT number FR 93 602 036 444, and entered in the
register of travel agents and other tour operators under no. IM091100035.
Guarantor: WHITE ROCK Insurance PCC Limited - Suite 913 Europort - GX11
1AA GIBRALTAR. Insurer: ALLIANZ GLOBAL CORPORATE & SPECIALTY, Tour
Opus, 77 Esplanade du Général de Gaulle, 92081 Paris La Défense.
The address of Accor SA’s registered office is:
82 rue Henri Farman
92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux
Telephone (standard): +33 (0) 1 45 38 86 00
Publishing Director
Anne Laure AUMAITRE
The website www.histoiresavecungrandm.com/ is hosted by:
Agence SURF
86 rue Thiers
92100 Boulogne Billancourt
Telephone: 01 49 10 30 30
Browsing this Site is subject to the regulations in force.
This Legal Notice for the Website constitutes the general conditions of use for the
Website (hereinafter referred to as the “General Conditions of Use”) to which Users
are subject when browsing the Website. Access to and use of the Website implies
the User’s unreserved acceptance of the provisions set out in this Legal Notice.
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CONDITIONS OF USE FOR THE WEBSITE

1. Copyright
The website www.histoiresavecungrandm.com/ and each of its components
(particularly, but not exclusively texts, images, photographs and illustrations)
without particular notices, are the exclusive property of ACCOR. Consequently, in
application of the provisions of the Intellectual Property Code, the legislative and
regulatory provisions of all countries and international conventions, any
reproduction or representation, in full or in part, of the website or any of its
components, is forbidden, as is their alteration.
The domain name histoiresavecungrandm.com is the exclusive property of
ACCOR. Similarly, the trademarks and logos appearing on the website
www.histoiresavecungrandm.com/ are the exclusive property of Accor. Any
reproduction or use of these trademarks, logos or domain names, in any way and
for any purpose whatsoever, is forbidden.
Accor shall only grant users of the website authorisation to view its content for
personal and private use. Authorisation for reproduction shall only be granted to
Users digitally via their consulting computer for the purposes of viewing the pages
consulted by their browser software. Printing on paper is authorised for the
purposes of private copies for the exclusive use of the copyist, pursuant to article
L122-5 2° of the Intellectual Property Code.
2. Hyperlinks
Accor assumes no liability with regard to the content of third party websites that
may be linked to the website www.histoiresavecungrandm.com/
3. Personal data
In accordance with the Data Protection Act of 6 January 1978 amended in 2004
(art.32), you are hereby informed that Accor carries out the automated processing
of your personal data, particularly when you connect to the website
www.histoiresavecungrandm.com/ and when you complete online forms. All the
information requested in these forms is mandatory and necessary for the
management of your case. Failure to complete a mandatory field shall make it
impossible for our teams to process your request.
To read the Accorhotels customer personal data protection charter, please visit the
following page:
http://www.accorhotels.com/fr/security-certificate/index.shtml
You have the right to access, amend, rectify and delete personal data about
yourself (art. 38 et seq. of the aforementioned law). You may also oppose this
processing on legitimate grounds.
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To exercise these rights, simply write to:
AccorHotels
Personal Data Protection Department
(Data Privacy)
82, rue Henri Farman
92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux, France
Or data.privacy@accor.com

Accor is the recipient of personal data it collects through the website
www.histoiresavecungrandm.com/.

5. Applicable law and jurisdiction

Use of the Website is governed by French law.
Any dispute that cannot be settled amicably between the parties shall be referred
exclusively to the competent French court.
6.Information
Accor shall make all reasonable efforts to ensure that information accessible
through the website www.histoiresavecungrandm.com/ is correct. However, it in no
way guarantees that this information is correct, complete and up-to-date and, in
general, provides no guarantee, express or implicit, with regard to all or part of the
website www.histoiresavecungrandm.com/.
7.Photo credits
The photos shown on the website are not contractual
Photo credits: © photo library copyright AccorHotels - Jean Luc ABRAINI - Francis
AMIAND - Jean-Jacques d'ANGELO - Ludovic AUBERT - Carole BELLAICHE - Marc
BERTRAND - Jean-Marc BLACHE - Jean-Pierre BOLLE - Joachim BONNEMAISON Nicolas BOREL - Jack BURLOT - Sylvain CAMBON - Fabrice CATELOY - Giovanni
CECCHINATO - Chart-Asa CHAKHRIT - Pierre CHARRIAU - Cyril CHAUVIN - Tessa
CHRISP - Philip CLARK - Tim Evan COOK - Alain DENIZE - Serge DETALLE - Dewandra
DJELANTIK - Thomas DUVAL - Alessandra DOSSELLI - Moussa ELIBRIK - Charly
ERWIN - Gabor F.TOTH - Michel FAINSILBER - Xavier FERRAND - Bruno GARCINGASSER - Ian Fraser GIBB - Melissa GIBSON - M.GODET - Jacques-Yves GUCIA - Jean
GUICHARD - Lucas GURDJIAN - Alexander HAIDEN - Stéphane HIMPENS - Pharadorn
INYASRI - Stéphane KOSSMANN - Daniel KRINGS - Thanaporn LABOUP - Anthony
LANNERETONNE - Jacques LEBAR - David LEFRANC - Matthieu LEMAIRECOURAPIED - Darren LENNON - Paul LEPREUX - Bernd LIPPERT - Bill LORENZ Marie-Caroline LUCAT - Hamilton LUND - Geoff LUNG - Duncan Mc NICOL - Caleb MING
- Steve MUREZ - Sara NIEDZWIECKA - Veerasak NIYOM-HMOR - Sam NUGROHO Miguel A. PATIER - Christian PFAMMATTER - Fabrice RAMBERT - Pierre-Emmanuel
RASTOIN - Daniel SANCHEZ - Luc SELVAIS - Lina SKUKAUSKÉ - Michael SPENCER Michael SU - Minh TANG - Jean-Marc TINGAUD - Annemiek VELDMAN - Linda VAN
WIJNGAARDEN - Ouan VU MINH - Barbara ZONZIN - Boris ZULIANI.

